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nikita singh wikipedia May 16 2024
nikita singh born 6 october 1991 is an indian writer she has written twelve books including the
reason is you every time it rains like a love song the promise and after all this time she has
also edited and contributed to an anthology of stories titled 25 strokes of kindness

nikita singh Apr 15 2024
nikita singh is the bestselling author of thirteen books including the reason is you every time
it rains and the promise she has also edited three collections of short stories written two books
under a pen name and four short stories for audio format

books by nikita singh author of someone like you goodreads Mar
14 2024
nikita singh has 38 books on goodreads with 68708 ratings nikita singh s most popular book is
someone like you

nikita singh author of someone like you goodreads Feb 13 2024
nikita singh is the bestselling author of eleven novels including letters to my ex every time it
rains and like a love song she is also the editor of the collections of short stories 25 strokes
of kindness and the turning point

someone like you by nikita singh goodreads Jan 12 2024
a week before starting college as a freshman niharika singh visits her sister in delhi she has
never been much beauty conscious but now that she is going to college her sister simran insists
on a makeover

books nikita singh Dec 11 2023
books nikita writes frequently about relationships of people with themselves others and with
their social and professional environments her latest release what do you see when you look in
the mirror 2021 harpercollins is a collection of short fiction the secret inner lives of her
characters as they grapple with love loss grief and

the reason is you nikita singh google books Nov 10 2023
nikita singh is the bestselling author of eleven novels including every time it rains and like a
love song born in patna and raised in indore nikita worked in new delhi

after all this time nikita singh google books Oct 09 2023
nikita singh penguin random house india private limited nov 22 2017 fiction 232 pages what if you
find out it s the end of the road for you lavanya gets the shock of her life when she

like a love song nikita singh google books Sep 08 2023
like a love song love is a many flavoured thing it can go from vanilla to rainbow sprinkles in
the blink of an eye four years ago maahis heart was broken into so many pieces that it looked

accidentally in love singh nikita 9780143421641 amazon Aug 07
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nikita singh is the bestselling author of eleven novels including letters to my ex every time it
rains and like a love song she is also the editor of the collections of short stories 25 strokes
of kindness and the turning point

promise singh nikita 9780143421627 amazon com books Jul 06 2023
two people two lives one unfulfilled promise she smiles wide and her happiness brightens up the
world around her elusive charismatic and incredibly rich he runs away from his past and the grief
it brings with it

the reason is you kindle edition by singh nikita Jun 05 2023
the reason is you penned by nikita singh tells the story of siddhant and akriti and how their
lives changes when akriti gets struck by a loss and he has to take care of her the sequel to like
a love song and every time it rains the book is narrated from siddhant s perspective

the reason is you by nikita singh goodreads May 04 2023
talk about anxiety and mental illness which we often fail to give more importance nikita singh
the author of letter to my ex covers the much talked about but hardly taking seriously mental
illness in her new book the reason is you

every time it rains nikita singh amazon in books Apr 03 2023
nikita singh is the bestselling author of nine novels including like a love song after all this
time and the promise she is also a contributing writer to the backbenchers series and the editor
of the short story collections 25 strokes of kindness and the turning point

complete list of nikita singh books all novels updated 2021 Mar
02 2023
find all the list of all the books written by author nikita singh along with short stories new
book hindi novel and more

the promise by nikita singh review bookwritten Feb 01 2023
the promise is the tragic love story of shambhavi 23 and arjun 29 based on the age old opposites
attract formula but how singh makes these ill matched pieces fit is a joy to read promises are
broken and mended paths are separated and synchronized

the promise nikita singh google books Dec 31 2022
nikita singh penguin uk jan 15 2014 fiction 240 pages two people two lives one unfulfilled
promise she smiles wide and her happiness brightens up the world around her

the promise read online free without download pdf epub Nov 29
2022
the promise read free ebook by nikita singh in online reader directly on the web page select
files or add your book in reader
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every time it rains kindle edition by singh nikita Oct 29 2022
every time it rains kindle edition by singh nikita download it once and read it on your kindle
device pc phones or tablets use features like bookmarks note taking and highlighting while
reading every time it rains

the promise by nikita singh goodreads Sep 27 2022
nikita singh is the bestselling author of eleven novels including letters to my ex every time it
rains and like a love song she is also the editor of the collections of short stories 25 strokes
of kindness and the turning point
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